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Sometime in the late 1930s, Irene Robertson interviewed Mary Teel about
her memory of slavery and her life since. Some of Robertson’s questions
clearly made the formerly enslaved Teel feel uncomfortable, like when she
asked about the Klan, education, and voting. Nonetheless, Teel’s account
of slavery and its aftermath repeated a theme common among her peers:
years of hard work that still left her “hard up.” She recalled picking cotton
for, at most, a dollar per day after emancipation. Then she “cooked ten years
‘fore I stopped.” Her reason: “I cain’t hold up at it.” Years of grueling agricultural and domestic labor had taken a toll on her body and limited her
ability to work. But it was not her body that ultimately removed her from
the workforce; it was the washing machine. She explained that she “washed
and ironed till the washing machines ruined that work for all of us black
folks.” In her old age, Teel reflected that her life had been marked by two
key forms of capitalist exploitation: racism and the labor-saving machine.1
Though spoken roughly 80 years ago, Teel’s frustrations with her working
life might, with a few adjustments, fit neatly with those of Trump supporters who want the president to bring back coal, steel, and manufacturing
jobs. They also evoke the contemporary complaints and demands of service industry and hourly workers involved in the Fight for Fifteen. Indeed,
part of the problem facing working people today—automation stretching
from coal mines to restaurant counters—spelled underemployment and
poverty for Teel and her peers generations ago.2
Teel and other former slaves had lived through dramatic changes in technology and infrastructure that radically altered their working lives. Their
early experiences as enslaved children were shaped substantially by revolutions in the application of steam power. The widespread use of steam-powered boats, railroads, cotton mills, sugar refineries, etc. made slavery more
profitable, and allowed it to expand more quickly, than anyone could have
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foreseen in 1800. The end of their lives, in the 1930s, was characterized by
the wear and tear of years of manual labor, coupled with a declining need
for that labor through automation. In many ways, Teel’s narrative illustrates
Michael Denning’s famous observation that “under capitalism, the only
thing worse than being exploited is not being exploited.” Like Denning, she
critiqued the injustice of capitalism’s tendency to discard the working people on which it purportedly relies. As she put it, “washin’ machines ruint
the black folks.” They took the only work many former slaves and their children could obtain and left them to fend for themselves in a wage economy
without wages.3

Image 1: An unidentified Mississippi woman washing clothes by hand in the
late 1930s. Here, she scrubs each article one at a time, likely on a washboard,
before rinsing them in a separate basin of water and hanging them to dry on
the line at the top right. African American women performed this difficult,
repetitive, and time-consuming labor almost exclusively in the southern U.S.
before the advent of the washing machine. “Rear view of woman washing
clothes,” LC-USZ62-125152, Portraits of African American ex-slaves from the
U.S. Works Progress Administration, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

Tom Foley’s essay in this volume, “Energy and the Trump Administration:
Pipelines, Promises, and the Third Energy Shift,” fittingly reminds us that
energy policy has been shaped historically by sometimes competing desires for cleanliness, efficiency, profit, and production. To that end, Foley
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observes that relying on oil for energy “required less work by human muscle” than coal, which disempowered working people. Here, Foley points to
the impact of energy on labor, not just in industries like coal or renewables,
but even for manual laborers like Teel. The poverty she expressed in her
interview, compounded by racism and sexism, grew from the lost demand
for her energy, replaced by the washing machine.4
Although proponents of the “free market” insist that capitalism is an equal
opportunity exploiter, a wealth of scholarship demonstrates the opposite:
poverty is a pre-existing condition uncovered by the benefits of capitalism.
Men and women like Teel felt the sting of capitalist advances in energy
and technology that—compounded by racism, sexism, and geography—
eliminated their ability to work. Members of historically disadvantaged or
exploited groups—people of color, women, LGBTQ, and working-class
folk—are subject to historic and social processes that limit their access
to existing sources of wealth. As a formerly enslaved woman, Teel had no
family savings or inheritance upon which to draw. When changes in energy production, distribution, and application undercut the need for her
muscular energy, she and those like her were left without recourse. This is
their story. Depending on how we choose to address energy and equity as a
society, it could easily be ours.5
“Hard Up”
When 76-year-old Mose Evans met his WPA interviewer, Mary B. Hudgins,
he was carrying a bucket of charcoal in one hand, and supported himself
with the help of a cane in the other. He told her that he was carrying the
bucket of coal for his wife, a washerwoman, who used it to heat her iron. He
explained that he could not work anymore, and his wife was able to get only
two or three days’ worth of washing per week. “My wife has to work awful
hard,” Mose said, “to earn enough to buy enough coal and wood,” which
fueled her washing business. She must have worked hard in uncomfortable
conditions for this scant income. The energy she expended washing and
ironing was transformed into cash that Mose used to purchase charcoal to
heat her iron and boil her water so that she could continue to work. Increasingly, washing and ironing simply did not pay. It offered only a few days of
pay per week for Evans and had all but disappeared for Teel.6
The washing machines that replaced the labor of Teel and Mrs. Evans required labor of their own to create and disseminate the machinery of the
modern household. Because of the racialized and gendered division of la127
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bor in early twentieth-century America, however, these jobs went almost
exclusively to white men at the expense of African American women. And
these changes in work depended on a host of others—coal-fired power
plants connected by rail to coal towns across Appalachia; an electrical grid
that powered factories and the homes of consumers; oil wells, pipelines,
refineries, and pumps. Each of these was necessary to automate the manual
labor of washerwomen and at each point in this web of work, white male
industrial workers replaced the black domestic labor of women like Teel.7

Image 2: In this 1941 photo of an electrical workers’ strike, the apparently
all-white workforce is juxtaposed with the gas pumps, street lights, and electrical lines that converged to facilitate the automation of domestic jobs. New
forms of energy production, along with the infrastructure that supplied oil
and electricity to towns and cities across the U.S., relied almost exclusively
on white male workers. Though the energy revolution of the early twentieth
century improved the lives of many working people, its benefits were spread
unevenly. Al Ravenna, “Men milling around street across from the Brooklyn
Navy Yard during an electrical workers strike,” LC-USZ62-124542, Prints
and Photographs Division, Library of Congress.

The link between automation and the elimination of jobs was clear to contemporaries, as historian Ruth Cowan argues that “many people purchased
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appliances precisely so that they could dispense with servants.” In these
“modern” households, the expense of black labor could be avoided along
with the social discomfort of associating with African Americans, even in a
rigorously hierarchical setting like domestic labor. In many ways, when we
use “working class” as a euphemism for white working folk, we echo this
same shift of work and wealth away from people of color and towards white
men and women with machines.8
Cowan’s research on household labor and consumerism finds a reliance on
what she terms “fuel-supply systems” that supplanted the need for worker-produced energy. Then, as now, revolutions in the distribution and application of energy brought about corresponding changes in the nature, location, and availability of work. In Teel’s day, jobs moved to sites of industrial
labor—the factory and the mine—and to their products—the washing machine and the automobile—in the home. As Foley observes, many of these
jobs are shifting to the renewable energy sector, and perhaps further investment there would produce significant growth and additional work that we
may be unable to see from our present vantage point. Still, what economists
often call the decoupling of growth and productivity, or what Mark Muro
and Sifan Liu more recently identify as the low- and high-output America,
suggest that, if innovation produces new jobs, there is no reason to think
that it cannot do so asymmetrically. This should come as no surprise to students of underdevelopment and colonial history. There is a geographical
component to development through which the “underdeveloped” areas facilitate the wealth and growth of the “developed” areas. Environmental historians, scholars, and activists often refer to these areas—sites of industrial
pollution and energy production—as “sacrifice zones” where the wellbeing
of inhabitants is sacrificed to the consumers in more “developed” areas. We,
too, can be “sacrificed,” perhaps not to pollution, but certainly to chronic
joblessness meant to subsidize the wealth of the elite.9
Automation was hardly new in the first quarter of the nineteenth-century.
Roy Redfield recalled an early form of automated torture in the “whippin’
machine” to his WPA interviewer. If enslaved men and women failed to expend enough energy in their labors, their enslavers would, in the words of
Redfield, “wind the whippin’ machine and beat you” as a way of more perfectly extracting the working energy of African Americans. American slavery was replete with automation and mechanization schemes that merged
steam and human power to increase profits of southern enslavers and
northern “capitalists” alike. In fact, the mechanization of clothing produc129
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tion in England and the northeast U.S. facilitated the massive expansion of
American slavery that culminated in the Civil War. Teel’s unemployment
was no unfortunate accident of new processes of energy application; it was
integral to the development of American slavery, and with it, American
capitalism.10

Image 3: The white male workforce of the Maytag Washing Machine Company making the washing machines that would replace the work of black
washerwomen like Teel. Theodor Horydczak, “Maytag Washing Machine
Company, Pouring a one-piece aluminum washer,” ca. 1920–1950, LCH814-T-0482, Horydczak Collection, Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress.

Image 4: Horydczak, “Maytag Washing Machine Company, Grinding and
polishing,” ca. 1920–1950, LC-H814-T-0482, Horydcazk Collection.
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Mechanization and automation often worked in tandem to help employers
and enslavers extract more labor from workers. In fact, Redfield and Teel’s
experiences merge here in an important way. Redfield and his fellow slaves
were beaten to incentivize greater output because their bodies and labor
were owned. After emancipation, however, Teel received a wage until she
could be replaced by a machine. The underlying desire to eliminate the expense of waged work that characterized the experiences of both is easily
grasped. If we are concerned with the plight of poor and working people,
the solution does not lie in a world without machines, or in one powered
only by fossil fuels. These worlds had racial, labor, and gender hierarchies
of their own that patterned exploitation and unemployment. Many of them
are probably not even too foreign to us. Indeed, these patterns of exploitation have, in some respects, expanded through the proliferation of biometric monitoring at corporations large and small. Though these technologies
are changing the ways that many of us work, the processes of exploitation
they embody would likely have been all too familiar to former slaves like
Teel.11
“A Time of Worry”
Roy Redfield’s tale of the “whippin’ machine” provides an obvious example
of coerced labor that most of us find objectionable. Perhaps a less obvious
example lay in some of the WPA respondents’ understanding of a jobless
future. Eighty-year-old Isom Roberts, for example, worried that “slavery time was better for de average” black worker “than what they is gittin’
now.” To be clear, he also felt that, for many African Americans, slavery was
the “worse thing dat has ever come upon them.” It is likely that Roberts,
who rented a one-room apartment in virulently racist Jim Crow Columbia, South Carolina, was trying to speak carefully about a time for which
many of his white contemporaries were deeply nostalgic. However, he was
also fiercely critical of white northerners and southerners, both of whom
he correctly accused of having profited from slavery, while black workers
“never got no money.” A close reading of Roberts’ tale reveals a “frail” man
who supported himself through intermittent yardwork and who may have
felt hopeless at his inability to obtain a regular wage or income. Perhaps
fittingly, “I is so hungry” were the final words Roberts’ spoke as he ended
his interview.12
If Roberts’ story of his life since slavery revealed certain frustrations with
the past and the present, it also conveyed a deep concern with the future
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that was common among formerly enslaved workers interviewed by WPA.
As he told it, “flopin’ ‘bout in dese automobiles, a drinkin’ and carryin’ on”
was an “abomination in de sight of a decent person, much less dat One up
yonder.” While he may have simply been very religious, his critique of what
were essentially expressions of excess capital and leisure time, when paired
with his own poverty, suggests additional motives for his observations.
Roberts had been left behind by the growth that his contemporaries, black
and white, flouted when they displayed their wealth so conspicuously. So
while it might be hard to imagine why he would view “slavery time” as positive, it is easy to see how being excluded from the asymmetrical growth of
modernization made him bitter about what he was “gittin’ now.”13
For many formerly enslaved people, the connection was more explicit.
Mary Harris saw the massive changes in work and lifestyle facilitated by the
expansion of the electrical grid and automotive infrastructure as inaugurating “a time of worry.” Harris had been “washin’ and ironin’” for her adult
life and “did sewing before machines come to this town.” By the time of her
interview, however, machines had taken her ability to earn a wage through
either occupation. Harris claimed that these changes, the cause of her worry, were “told about in the scripture,” an allusion to the apocalypse.14
Mittie Freeman, interviewed in Little Rock Arkansas, also felt that something was deeply wrong with modernity. As she put it, “people makes more
money than in old days, but the way they makes it ain’t honest.” She argued that the only honest work was to “bend the back and bear down on
the hoe.” For Freeman, the electricity and mechanization that afforded her
granddaughter a sewing machine, while it allowed her to make a dress over
the course of a single day, amounted to Biblical “days of tribulations.” Freeman and Harris had been pushed out of the labor force. Their energy no
longer brought a wage, while those around them reaped the benefits of new
systems of distributing and applying energy that—due to race, class, age,
gender, and geography—they could not access.15
While it may be easy to chuckle at their sense that mechanization might
mean the end of the world, Freeman and Harris were certainly not amused.
Their testimony reveals a world so hopeless that it belied all but supernatural explanation. Andrew Nikiforuk characterizes this world as one powered
by “energy slaves”—the productive service performed by enslaved African
Americans as well as the petrocarbons which substantially displaced black
labor. Imagining enslaved energy and its successors in carbon as existing on
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a continuum, as Nikiforuk does, emphasizes the ways that American capitalism is averse to autonomous workers and wages. We must also concede
that our current political environment has been ruptured by similar forces
and ideas to those of Freeman and Harris. Harris’ “time of worry” over increasingly scarce jobs and poor wages fits neatly with an irrational Trump
administration energy policy masquerading as a jobs program. In many respects, her fears express a timeless concern among American working folk
that the benefits and burdens of capitalism are borne unevenly.16
Conclusion

Beneath Nikiforuk’s “energy slaves,” the rise of renewable energy, and the
generations of displaced workers preceding our time lies Michael Denning’s famous observation that the tendency of capitalism to generate
joblessness represents its most significant mechanism of exploitation.
The inability to find regular work might seem like the end of the world,
and to many men and women who had survived slavery, I feel sure that
it did. The growth of automation and mechanization that accompanied
massive changes in energy infrastructure certainly foreclosed the only
sectors of employment open to many African Americans in the first
quarter of the twentieth century. Broadly speaking, these changes have
disproportionately impacted those doing the most exploitative work:
yesterday’s washerwomen and agricultural laborers, today’s coal miners,
factory workers, and service-sector employees, and perhaps tomorrow’s
truck drivers.17
So where does this leave us, as participants in the system?
Like Foley, I believe that a third energy shift brings with it significant
potential to rework our economy into a more equitable, livable space.
However, as Foley’s work also implies, the present system may belie a
technological fix to problems of inequality that tend to generate capital
for wealthy elites at the expense of “sacrificed” workers and communities. The elites of Teel’s day had an opportunity to distribute the fruits of
technological advances more equitably. They chose instead to hoard it
for themselves. Innovation does not necessarily bring equity.
As our consumer–capitalist society continues to demand that each of us
work even as firms automate and outsource available jobs, members of
working-class and minority groups are especially vulnerable to joblessness
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and poverty. This is both tragic and unnecessary. These changes in the nature and availability of labor suggest that it may be time to reevaluate the
place of work in society.18
We might use these technological changes as an opportunity to examine
how and why we work. Rather than simply trumpeting the value of a day’s
labor, perhaps we ought to ask what values our work should reflect. If we labor simply to generate wealth, as automation and renewable energy replace
human labor, perhaps our collective relationship to work needs to change.
Work might no longer be necessary, or even possible, on its historically individual basis. Maybe its future lies in a universal basic income; maybe a
shorter work week; or perhaps in some sort of federal job guarantee program. Whatever we decide, likely when making a choice becomes unavoidable, I hope it is something that working men and women like Roberts and
Teel would not see as the end of the world.19
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